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The ABCs of
Landscaping with

Desert
Plants
As the population of southern Arizona

grew from 334,000 in 1920 to 2,718,000 in
1980, a huge demand for landscaping plants
developed. Newcomers who missed the dense
vegetation of home looked for plants to
buy in local nurseries. Not infrequently
lush green plants were purchased which had
been unloaded the previous day from large
trucks bearing California license plates.
As long as adequate water was available
for irrigation many neighborhoods took on
an oasis appearance.

In an attempt to identify desert plants
with potential landscaping values, the
Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum, the
University of Arizona, the Desert Botan-
ical Garden and the Arizona - Sonora Desert
Museum began experimenting with growing
native wild desert plants as well as low -
water- requirement species brought in from
Mexico, Australia, South Africa or else-
where. As successful introductions were
displayed and became mature, they made
excellent living demonstrations of the
potential of drought - tolerant landscaping
species.

These institutions have cooperated with
the nursery industry in Arizona for a
number of years by making seeds and cut-
tings of desert landscaping plants avail-
able to commercial producers of nursery
plants. In order to popularize the use of
desert plants and thereby reduce user de-
mand on dwindling water resources, each
of the cooperating institutions holds a
special event in April scheduled for a
different week -end at each institution.

During these events the nurserymen who
had received seeds and cuttings bring
some of the resulting plants to be sold

FIGURE 1. A DRY BUT INVITING ENTRY GARDEN
USING ACACIA CAVENIA, A. SMALLII AND FOOT-
HILL PALO VERDE (CERCIDIUM MICROPHYLLUM).

to the public where their virtues can be
explained by staff and volunteers of the
cooperating institutions. Revenues from
these sales help maintain the gardens of
drought- resistant plants and help fund
the educational programs dealing with use
of desert plants.

Because of the success the institutions
have had in making people aware of the
merits of drought -resistant species, the
journal Desert Plants called on Professor
Warren D. Jones, a well -known authority on
desert landscaping, to outline some of the
fundamentals of landscaping with desert
plants, some of the ABC's so to speak, in
a special supplement. Professor Jones has
entitled his summary "Making Desert Plants
Work For You."



MAKING DESERT PLANTS WORK FOR YOU

By Warren D. Jones
School of Renewable Natural Resources
and Department of Plant Sciences
University of Arizona, Tucson

This year (1981) might be described as
the year of the desert plant in southern
Arizona, or the year when desert plants
really came into their own. This spring,
as in several years past, the Arizona -
Sonora Desert Museum near Tucson, the
Desert Botanical Garden in Phoenix, and
the Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum
near Superior held annual plant sales
featuring desert species. To say that the
events were all successful is putting it
mildly. During the two -day event at the
Arboretum alone over 12,000 people were
counted. Considering that the nearest
metropolitan area (Phoenix) lies sixty
miles to the west, this is particularly
amazing. The plant sales at the other in-
stitutions were equally successful and
collectively about 18,000 individual des-
ert and drought - tolerant plants changed
hands. These plants in their assortment
of small pots, one gallon containers, five
gallon containers, and larger were tucked
away by their purchasers into an assort-
ment of family cars, pickups, camper ve-
hicles or what have you, to be happily
driven off in all directions to new homes.

When you stop to think of it, that's a
lot of plants of any type and presumably
a large percentage are now being or will
soon be planted in residential situat-
ions. Although the three 1981 events were
the best attended to date, events in prev-
ious years have always been very popular
as well.

Many of the plants popularized by these
institutions are now beginning to be sold
on a regular basis at retail nurseries in
the desert cities. Some nurseries are now
choosing to specialize in these plants and
deserve much credit for getting across the
low- water - demanding landscape concept to
the general public. Wholesale growing of
such plants has become an important busi-
ness in Arizona as well. There can be no
doubt that there is a wide acceptance of
the practicalities of this type of land-
scape and there is a rising tide of des-
ert plants going into urban and rural
areas of the state.

Switching over to a desert landscape has
become a badge of honor, or almost a cult
or religion with many. With all this devo-
tion to dry land plants, many a resident-
ial landscape, not to mention some public
ones, have taken on a sort of "wild and
wooly" look, often without much logic or
planning. Perhaps now is the appropriate
time to put down some guidelines, ABC's as
it were, to assist a person in developing
or switching toa water - conserving concept.

STEP A, DEVELOPING A CONCEPT.
The first step, "A" if you wish, should

be to develop a concept, even a "wild and
wooly" one if that is your personal pref-
erence. The crucial point is to consider
fully what sort of garden feeling appeals
to you and is appropriate to your situat-
ion, --and then to develop a plan of pro-
cedure.

Restoring the native cover, or at least
the natural look (which may or may not be
"wild and wooly ") , to a site is certainly
one valid approach. Achieving this, how-
ever, doesn't mean rushing out to a desert
plant grower and buying one of every spec-
ies to take home and plant. The desert it-
self is never haphazard or without organ-
ization, nor should your designed land-
scape be. Relating it to the constraints
of the site and needs of the persons using
it is first priority. Desert landscaping,
or any other for that matter, responds to
the characteristics and the demands put on
the plants by the local site environment.
The spacing of plants is sometimes almost
geometric on the open desert and the as-
sociation of species is strikingly modif-
ied in relation to topographic variations.
Such variations relate to sun exposure,
storm run -off, soil composition, or other
factors which cause plant associations to
be modified.

The arrangements of plants in natural
communities spell out for the keen observ-
er the presence of microclimates, differ-
ences in water run -off and absorption,
soil depth, pH, and a host of other facts
about the locality. By observing and resp-
onding to these factors in nature's organ-
ization, desert plantings instigated by
man can become more successful and plaus-
ible. So often cacti and easy-to- trans-
plant specimens such as Ocotillos and
Agaves are overused in revegetating dis-
turbed areas. These replanted strips
often stick out like sore thumbs for years
because of the imbalance of these plants
to the normal mix of desert trees and
shrubs in nature. Re- creating the natural
desert look is not the easiest approach to
the low- water - demanding landscape. It must
be done with subtleness and real under -
standing to be successful.

The acceptance of this concept, the use
of drought -tolerant plants for the design-
ed and organized landscape, is the real
breakthrough. The philosophy that success-
ful desert landscape design is not merely
creating a cactus garden, has come slowly.
Certainly using cacti for accents and as
objects of ornamentation is attractive and
valid in many settings. But there are very
few "building block" landscape categories
(e.g. creating shade, shelter or privacy)
which this group of plants can successful-
ly fill.

This is not the appropriate point in the
planning process, however, to be thinking



about specific landscape categories of
plants, -- rather it is the time to look at
basic concepts and general planning steps.
Just how a site is to be used and the
functions which are to be accomodated
there, must first be determined. Plant
forms needed to articulate the design
should not be dealt . with until later.

The organized and designed garden could
be developed to have a wild and natural
look or a very trim in -town feeling, --all
it takes is planning. Both could function
the same while having radically different
moods or visual qualities. Both could be
done with desert plants and require less
water than traditional approaches. A plan
should be developed after settling on a
concept. Much has been published on this
subject and the basic steps to be taken
are almost the same as in other climatic
zones. First, the area to be landscaped
should be plotted on tracing paper. Scales
of one inch equal to four feet or one inch
equal to eight feet are comfortable to
work with, and tracing paper divided into
these square modules is available at all
drafting supply stores. Plot everything
which exists on the site, -- buildings,
paving, fences, existing trees and shrubs
that might be worth saving, good and bad
views, prevailing winds, the north point
and other relevant features.

Next, list the specific functions and
needs which must be accomodated on the
site. Most all sites separate into two
basic divisions, 1) the public area which
is readily available, and 2) the private
area with a controlled access. The front
area in public view has the basic function
of creating a setting for the house or
structure. Public access is present. An
entry, entry court or terrace (outdoor
vestibule) and perhaps some off -street
parking may be developed here if desired.
The non -public or private area is just
what is indicated; this could include out-
door living space, service area or other
specialized spaces like a play yard or
special garden plot.

All these needs must be recognized and
accomodated, no matter what the landscape
philosophy is to be. Whether only desert
plants are to be used or the wet green
concept is adopted, the basic design ap-
proach is the same. All these space needs
can be laid out on the scaled plot design.
Actual square footage can be laid out just
as would be done when designing a floor
plan for a house. The basic difference is
that you have more space to work with and
the configuration of the various areas is
generally freer and can be less geometric
if desired. Circulation into and about the
property also needs to be planned and
plotted. In the final stage, these need to
be drawn accurately on the plan so that
the on- the - ground lay -out can be scaled
directly from the drawing.

FIGURE 2. THE STRIKING FORM OF OCOTILLO
MAKES IT AN EXCELLENT PLANT TO ACCENT AN
ENTRY AREA.

Once the functional areas have been de-
termined, it is time to look at just how
these areas will be defined and created.
Will walls and fences create the spaces of
this design? Will shelters constructed of
stone or lumber create shade? What will
anchor the soil and what will be under
foot, -- paving, gravel or other ground
cover? To what extent will plants be de-
pended upon to partially or entirely arti-
culate the design?

The main reason for suggesting that the
plan be put on tracing paper is that extra
blueline copies can then be made by a
copying center at any time. You can then
preserve the original in good condition
and not have to use it cut in the weather
when things get under construction. So, at
this point, the basic plan drawn Dn trac-
ing paper should be duplicated three or
four times in order to have plenty of
study or work sheets. Transparent prints
can also be made on which additional draw-
ing can be done.



FIGURE 3. DESERT PLANTS MAKE NICE ACCENTS.
YUCCA RECURVIFOLIA IS AT LEFT. A PRICKLY
PEAR GROWS NEATLY UNDER A PALO VERDE.

FIGURE 4. LOW PLANTS SUCH AS THIS COYOTE
BUSH (BACCHARIS PILULARIS) ARE OFTEN THE
BEST FOR FOUNDATION PLANTING.

FIGURE 5. DESERT PLANTS CAN LEND A NEAT,
TRIM LOOK TO BRICK WALLS, GATEWAYS OR
DRIVEWAY AREAS.

This is the stage at which it is logical
to start thinking about plants, - -not

species or varieties of plants yet, - -but

rather categories of plants to fill cert-
ain functional needs. These are the basic
"building block" plants. To be effective,
they generally have strong form and a de-
pendably good appearance year around. Be-
cause of their high visibility, they
should not be plants which have off - season
tacky periods or are tender or easily dam-
aged by adverse weather conditions. It is
important to choose good all -season, all -

weather performers for the basic building
block categories. These plants must estab-
lish the framework, the "bones" of the de-
sign, as it were. The design needs or
plant categories whould be noted right on
one of the basic plan sheets at the point
on the plan where it is needed. Some of
the common plant categories used in design
are listed below.

Screening Plants.
This category is of prime importance.

The plants should be tall and dense ever-
green shrubs, ones which could be counted
on to grow to a height above eye level,
and perhaps to do their job in a fairly
narrow space.

Space Defining Plants.
These would not necessarily be as tall

as the screening plants, although they
could be. They are useful as small hedges
or possess qualities that are desirable to
outline areas, walks, beds or other spots.

Foundation Planting.
This is an often- mentioned category and

an area of planting design that is gener-
ally overdone. The function of foundation
planting is to relate the structure or
residence to the site, not to busy it or
float it away on a billow of bushes. Often
foundation plantings consist of low mound-
ing plants which can be placed along walls
and under windows to make a pleasant tran-
sition from a building to its surroundings
without creating problems by obstructing
views and light or overwhelming the struc-
ture. Larger shrubs may be appropriate for
corners or against blank walls. The size
and scale of plants chosen depends on the
vertical height and mass of the structure.
One good rule to observe is to never tot-
ally obscure the way in which the building
meets the ground. Planting can be designed
off corners, with low horizontal planting
under windows or at other areas, leaving
enough of the base of the structure show-
ing to indicate that it rests firmly on
the ground. Many feel that good plants for
this category are of a quieter character
with more subtle foliage texture and color
rather than plants with bold or bizarre
form or with extremely bright foliage or
bloom. In other words, don't compete with
architecture, but complement it.

Accent Plants.
These are another story indeed. Just as

the name of this category implies, these



FIGURE 6 . ARIZONA ROSEWOOD (VA UQUELINIA
CALIFORNICA) IS A GOOD BACKGROUND PLANT
THAT CAN BE USED FOR SCREENING.

are plants used to draw attention to them-
selves and their location. While in a
sense they could be classed as foundation
planting when used to create a striking
composition of bold plant form at an ent-
rance, they are used in other ways as
well. Such other uses might be to punctu-
ate a path intersection, a gateway or any
other landscape focal point needing to be
identified or given importance. Bright
colorful flowers, fruit and foliage do the
same thing, that is, they draw attention
and therefore serve as an accent. The
length of time the plant maintains this
color is the key to its value as an accent
plant.

There are very few plants that are col-
orful for nine months or more. These are
classed in the subcategory color plants.
They are best incorporated into a planting
design to function as a seasonal color
display. They should be located where it's
not crucial to the design when they are
out of color. Locations where they can be
viewed and enjoyed when they are showy,
but where they will not leave a gaping
hole when not in color, are best.

Creating Shade and Shelter.
Plants to create shade and shelter for

the areas needing, to be cooled, warmed or
protected (depending on the season) , are

FIGURE 7. DESERT HOP BUSH IS A FINE EVER-
GREEN SHRUB FOR VERTICAL ACCENT OR FOR A
HEDGE IN A NARROW PLACE.

of prime importance in desert climates.
This is a category where plants serve per-
haps the most important function, provid-
ing the canopy or roof over outdoor spaces
where shade is desirable. This can be
achieved in several ways using trees or by
using vines grown over a constructed shade
structure. Where space permits, trees can
make the greatest contribution to modify-
ing the desert environment. They absorb
much less heat from the atmosphere and
they transpire a great amount of moisture
through their leaves to lower the air
temperature.

You should analyze the shade require-
ments on your plan. You should decide if
particular shade plants are to be ever-
green or deciduous. The advantages of win-
ter sun for outdoor comfort in the garden
as well as the house (passive solar heat)
have often been noted. Although deciduous
trees provide shade in slimmer and let sun
through in winter, they are not ncessar-
ily a must for winter su:. This because
the lower angle of the tinter s ._ can aL-
low a patio or terract_ `_:i' have .shade in
summer and sun in winte r - :i11. -
ing evergreens. If
shade planting is calc,.. ._d to r-mit the
lower rays of the sun ; :inter to angle
in beneath the canopy, ..:.e evergreen tree
will work just fine. A green canopy



FIGURE 8. SPECIES OF MESQUITE (PROSOPIS)
FROM SOUTH AMERICA HAVE EXCELLENT GROWTH
CHARACTERISTICS AND GOOD FORM.

overhead has another winter advantage, it
traps the warmth longer in the sheltered
space, slowing down the loss of winter
warmth to the open sky. Microclimates can
also be created under these evergreens for
smaller plants with borderline winter
hardiness because the solid evergreen can-
opy holds the daytime warmth into the
night. Therefore, type of shade needed,
deciduous or evergreen, should be noted
right on the study plan where needed.

Shade trees, of course, come in all dif-
ferent sizes and shapes and the amount of
area to be shaded affects the choice. For
instance, the decision might be that just
a spot of shade is desirable, requiring
only a small tree forming a living umbrel-
la. Or, the site might require an area to
be shaded by a tall overstory tree. What-
ever the need, trees are generally broken
down into the following groups.

1.

stay
have
Most

Small Trees. Species in this group
under twenty feet tall and generally
a spread of only ten to fifteen feet.
plants in this category can be used

FIGURE 9. SWEET ACACIA IS OFTEN USED TO
ADVANTAGE AS A DROUGHT- RESISTANT SMALL
PATIO TREE.

either as large shrubs or small trees, it
being a matter of training and pruning as
to how they develop. Larger trees are oc-
casionally planted to function in this
category because they develop more quickly
and are then pruned down to keep them to
the patio tree size when they mature. When
such larger growing species are used, they
must be ones that take regular pruning.

2. Medium Trees. These are most in de-
mand for general shade canopy needs. They
are a comfortable size for residential
situations, being twenty to thirty feet
tall, and may have an equal spread. Unfor-
tunately, it has been a common practice to
use trees which ultimately get too large
for these situations, resulting in crowd-
ing and over - shading in many old resident-
ial neighborhoods.

3. Large Trees. These are trees over
thirty feet in height. They are useful for
overstory shading in large spaces. However
this is a category of trees that is nearly
non -existent when low water demanding
species only are considered. There is a



FIGURE 10. DESERT WILLOW IS A GOOD SMALL
TO MEDIUM SIZED DECIDUOUS TREE FOR THE
DESERT GARDEN.

fairly good list, though, if you are wil-
ling to set up a watering program of wide-
ly spaced but deep irrigations.

Ground Covers.
This is the last basic "building block"

category which is to be indicated wherever
needed on the study plan. Obviously this
category provides the floor covering, the
ground holder for the spaces being design-
ed. Ground covers naturally divide into
two subcategories, walk -on and non -walk -on.

1. Walk -On Ground Covers. These are car-
pet plants that can tolerate foot traffic
to varying degrees. They are usually tight
matting plants with a fine textured fol-
iage. All walk -on type plants need fairly
regular watering.

2. Non -Walk -On Ground Covers. These can
be anything from low trailing plants six
inches or more high to great sprawling
vines and shrubs used to hold banks and to
cover large rough areas. The choice of
plants is determined by the scale of the
space to be covered. A large embankment

FIGURE 11. FOOTHILL PALO VERDE AND TRAIL-
ING ROSEMARY COMBINE TO MAKE THIS A COOL
INVITING NOOK FOR BREAKFAST.

might best be covered by a spreading vine
or shrub that gets six feet deep while the
small cut or full slope might best be
stabilized by a low mounding plant that
only spreads laterally thirty inches and
perhaps achieves a depth of but nine
inches.

So much for the basic landscape categor-
ies of plants. Once the specific plant
category needs are noted on the study plan
it is time to move from Step A to Step B.
This step must be taken before going on to
selecting the plants for the landscape.

STEP B. DETERMINING WATER USE.
Perhaps the most important step in the

development of the drought- tolerant land-
scape is addressing the issue of irrigat-
ion and just how much supplemental irrig-
ation you can or are willing to supply.
This is a step you should take and a
commitment that ought to be made before
plants are selected. Yes, desert plants
get along on low rainfall in their native
habitat and it is only natural for persons
to question why it is necessary to worry
about water commitments.



FIGURE 12. A "MINI OASIS" CAN BE MADE T9
PRODUCE A MAXIMUM COOLING EFFECT WITH A
MINIMUM OF HIGH WATER USING PLANTS.

But that beautiful shrub or tree you see
prospering out on the desert with no help
from anyone but Mother Nature isn't an in-
dication that it could achieve that same
success just anywhere. What you are seeing
is really a miraculous survivor of perhaps
a thousand seedlings that all started
hopefully but lost out somewhere along the
way. The lucky survivor made it to matur-
ity because it happened to germinate in
just the right location where a little ex-
tra moisture accumulates when it rains,
where a pocket of soil exists that could
store that moisture, and where the plant
didn't have to compete with any establish-
ed plants of the same species.

There are many other factors besides
water that could have helped that particu-
lar plant out there on the desert to suc-
ceed. It may have germinated in that spec-
ial season when the rains came just right.
It may have benefitted from several years
when the seasons weren't excessively hot
or cold. Perhaps there was a scattering of
several years when cycles in rodent and
insect populations were fluctuating down
instead of up. You can be sure that the
successful plant survivors had a combinat-
ion of some of these breaks.

A look at the desert reveals that the
spacing of large and small plants is in
predictable combinations of species, com-
bined in almost geometric patterns. These
combinations and spacing are set by avail-
able moisture, topographics, soil type,
microclimate and other factors.

When you select one of these beautiful
desert dwellers to be your patio tree or

if you plant a row of them to help screen
out your neighbors, you are forcing the
plants into a condition that may not have
the necessary ingredients for survival.
Therefore, more water may be needed or
other factors relating to particular
growing conditions might have to be al-
tered to assure that a particular plant
will survive in the man -planned land-
scape. These might include soil type, sun
exposure, temperature range tolerances,
and so forth. Your site may not have all
of these ingredients and any that is
missing should, if possible, be added to
assure that the plants will survive and
prosper. For example, both Arizona Rose-
wood and Hop Bush make fine hedges in
close -together planting, but you would
never find them growing that close in
nature. Mesquites are often little more
than large bushes in the average open
desert site. The beautiful mesquite bos-
ques and groves of the Sonoran Desert
occur only where there is deep soil with
a good moisture supply. The Rosewood and
Hop Bush seem not to mind the close
proximity in a hedge or the mesquite be-
ing pushed up into tree form as long as
extra water is supplied and good soil
depth exists.

The question of how much supplemental
irrigation you are willing to supply has
other ramifications. This implies going
back to your basic concept, the type of
garden you best relate to. The three bas-
ics: shade, shelter and privacy, can be
achieved on a low water budget, but per-
haps you crave to have one area that real-
ly represents an oasis. Desert dwellers
universally seem to share a special at-
traction or longing for that cool damp
place where there is enough mositure to
produce some very luxuriant green veget-
ation. This may be a small and concentrat-
ed spot, but it satisfies a very basic
need; the cool green contrast to the harsh
aspects of the desert environment. If such
a spot (a mini oasis) is in the back of
your head, it should be dealt with at this
stage of planning. Obviously, it affects
irrigation commitments as well as the fin-
al plant choices.

Mini oases are best located at the spot
in the landscape where the majority of
persons living on a site or using it get
maximum benefit from it. Such lush areas
might be in an inner court, adjoining a

terrace or patio or surrounding a swimming
pool. They need not be large. Well watered
plants are special in both texture and
color, and they contribute cooling to the
surroundings.

The demonstration garden at the Arizona
Sonora Desert Museum has such a spot. At
its center the shade seems cooler because
the plants beneath the trees are more
lush. There are no non - Sonoran Desert
plants used at the ASDM demonstration
garden, either. Strangely enough, there
are many lush oasis -like plants inhabit-



ing most all deserts, and the Sonoran Des-
ert is no exception. These are plants that
in nature have the capacity to burst into
lush and exuberant growth when there has
been abundant rain and then completely re-
trench into dormancy when the moisture is
gone, and stay there until the next time
there is good moisture. Many of these
plants can present the same good appear-
ance year around if adequate moisture is
supplied on a regular basis. So, even if
you are an absolute purist, restricting
the plants you use to Sonoran Desert nat-
ives only, such an oasis effect can be
achieved.

These seasonally lush desert natives
have an added advantage over exotic plants
from wetter climates; an ability to go
dormant without dying out as the non -des-
ert exotics would, bounding back rapidly
when moisture is once again supplied. This
special value makes a good reason for us-
ing them. This is true of course of most
all the other low- water - demanding land-
scape plants and makes a good reason for
using them as well.

It has already been stated that supple-
mental moisture must be supplied even to a
landscape design which uses desert plants
exclusively in order to achieve satisfac-
tory development and growth. Many desert
plants will grow amazingly fast when wat-
ered freely. The trees in particular have
this capacity because most of them in the
wild are found bordering desert washes.
Here, they must take advantage of a sudden
abundance of water after a downpour which
may last but a short time. This feast or
famine situation has developed plants that
can take advantage of seasonal moisture by
quickly going into a growth cycle and then
hardening off to endure the water famine
that is sure to follow. The majority of
these species are survivors from a warmer
and wetter age, and will gladly accept
regular irrigation. For example, Mesquites
and Palo Verdes thrive in lawns, showing
no difficulty in accepting this bountiful
moisture.

This points up the need and desirability
for regular irrigation to develop a plant-
ing more quickly. Later it can be used to
maintain the health and attractiveness of
the planting. After a few seasons and when
some sort of mature growth has finally
been reached, a tapering -off of supple-
mental watering can be instigated. This
hardening -off of the plants requires a
careful watchful program of gradually
lengthening the interval between each ir-
rigation until a point is reached where
the appearance of the plants tells you
that this is the amount of water needed
to keep the planting healthy and in at-
tractive foliage, blooming in season, but
slowing in general growth. The idea is to
find the watering pattern which will gen-
erally maintain a good all -year appearance .

Supplying supplemental moisture to
drought -tolerant landscape plantings pre-

FIGURE 13. JOJOBA (SIMMONDSIA CHINENSIS)
WILL FILL OUT NICELY AFTER CLIPPING TO
MAKE AN ATTRACTIVE HEDGE.

sents the same°:ariety of irrigation opt-
ions that may be used with other types of
plantings. Many people establish low wat-
er demanding plantings without irrigation
systems or any equipment other than some
scattered 3/4 -inch diameter water outlets
and a fifty foot piece of hose. However, a
planned irrigation system is definitely
worth the cost, if for no other reason
than to apply only the right amount of
water where it is needed without wasting
any in the process.

Drip irrigation has been a successful
form to use on desert plants. Its low cost
and ease of installation, especially over
rough terrain, has made it attractive to
designers and home gardeners. Putting the
right amount of water where it is needed
without wetting large areas of soil sur-
faces is not only a water saver but cuts
down drastically on weed growth.

The main problem is that each drip emit-
ter wets a tear drop shaped area in the
soil and leaves an area of accumulated
salts at the outer edge of the wet zone.
This has the effect of keeping the roots
locked in a container. The cure for the
problem is to periodically leave the sys-
tem on three or four times longer than
normal to leach the salts down and away
from the roots. This can be done several
times a season. The other complaint about
drip irrigation is that it is hard to
know if an emitter is plugged or malfunc-
tions until a plant is showing real dis-
tress. Inspection is difficult, especial-
ly after the planting matures.

Weed growth and particularly Bermuda
Grass invasion can be a major problem in



FIGURE 14. DESERT DWELLERS DERIVE A
PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFIT FROM VEGETATION.
MICROHABITA TS ALLOW EXPERIMENTATION.

desert type landscaping. Because of the
often prickly nature and wild character
of many of the plants, and the use of
rock mulches, it is particularly hard to

get in and weed or use weed control
sprays. This weed problem is probably one
of the main reasons that overhead sprink-
ling is not a popular way to apply water
to a low- water- demanding landscape. Cert-
ainly, the plants accept moisture gladly
any way they can get it, but so will the
weeds.

Bermuda Grass is generally considered a
high water user but it is one of the maj-
or problems, even in a low irrigation
planting. This grass may need a lot of
water to make a good lawn, but it can al-
so wait in a dormant clump in your desert
landscape planting for the next time
there is good soil moisture, when it will
take a sudden growth spurt and spread
further into your planting. Many other
weeds also get along just fine on this
widely spaced irrigation program. Tumble-
weed and Milkweed are two very good exam-
ples. However, Rainbird -type irrigation
may be the most practical method of water
application, especially in revegetation of
large disturbed pieces of land, weeds or
not.

Bubblers and regular lawn sprinkler
heads are often used in an area devoted to
a mini oasis type of planting. Here the
total area must be moistened with each ir-
rigation because of the stratification of

plants from ground covers and understory
planting to canopy plants. Low- precipitat-
ion heads are good to use when using
sprinklers if you plan to let them run for
a long time at each watering. They are
particularly good to assure deep penetrat-
ion and little erosion. Bubbler heads work
well on large trees and shrubs. They do
require that water basins or channels be
graded into the topography to receive the
water and distribute it evenly. Bubblers
are sometimes used just for the trees on
the landscaping plan, while the rest of
the plant material is irrigated by drip
emitters or spray heads.

The basins and trenches needed for water
distribution often are conspicuous in a
landscape design that is short on leafy
ground covers and low plantings. This may
be unsightly to many and for this reason
this type of irrigation may not be favor-
ed. Basins and irrigation channels are
difficult to build and complicated to
maintain on slopes and steep banks. This
often results in elaborate terracing be-
ing developed that has nothing to do with
the visual goals of the project. These
basins and trenches must be maintained in
perpetuity, resulting in a problem as
shrubs mature and it becomes impossible
to see if the water is reaching its desti-
nation.

Storm run -off from roofs and paved sur-
faces usually goes to waste. Most of it is
channeled off property as rapidly as
possible and given no chance to soak into
the soil and benefit the plantings. This
is an important supplemental water source
and the best quality water to be had any-
where. It should be salvaged. By collect-
ing this storm run -off and directing it
through the planted areas, a surprising
percentage of the water needed for a low -
irrigation type landscape can be realized.
This is accomplished by contouring the
site or grading the flow line to meander
through as much of the planting as pos-
sible, spreading out and ponding under
large trees, finally to be channeled off
the property should there be a surplus.
This round -about surface drainage does a
great job of putting deep moisture into
the soil.

Curbs about trees in parking areas can
be slotted to let water in and tree wells
in paved terraces can be depressed to trap
water from the surrounding paving. Very
often trees like Mesquites and Palo Verdes
can receive their total water needs this
way without any supplemental irrigation
after the first year or so.

With your site all plotted, the basic
landscape plan crystallized, and the water
commitment and irrigation technique decid-
ed, you are ready for Step C, -- the sel-
ection of plants. This is the step that is
the most fun for many desert plant devot-
ees and also the point where you can "lose
the ballgame" as it were, and make some
bad landscape mistakes.



STEP C. SELECTING THE PLANTS.
The best way to proceed is to go back to

your study sheets and place the plant cat-
egories on top of the irrigation study.
Choosing plants to fulfill a certain need
or category in the landscape scheme is
just part of it. The amount of water to be
supplied in various areas of the site will
affect the selection of plants within the
category. For example, a tree to shade a
dryer area might best be something like a
Mexican Palo Verde (Parkinsonia aculeata)
or an Ironwood (Olneya tesota) , while the
choice for a mini oasis could be Net -Leaf
Hackberry (Celtis reticulata) or a clump

of Sonoran Palmetto (Sabal uresana) . There
is not space here to make a complete list
of landscape categories, but these samples
will give some guidance. Most growers can
help you determine just which of the des-
ert type plants that they carry are more
drought resistant than others, which are
hardy, whether they are evergreen or dec-
iduous, and other special qualities or
needs each plant may have. Below is a par-
tial list to get you started.

Trees are the first category of plants
to choose for a planting plan. _Because of
their size, they dominate the scene. All
of the other plants should relate well to
them and must accept modified conditions
created by the trees.

Large Trees above 30 feet in height are
in a category in short supply among true
desert natives. Tamarix aphylla, the Athel
Tree, is the most drought -resistant. Gen-
erally it is kept to a smaller size be-
cause of its brittleness. Aggressive roots
and messy foliage drop make it less than
desirable except for background planting
(way back) and for windbreaks. Eucalyptus
as a clan have a number of large species
that are quite drought- resistant, but al-
most all need widely separated but regular
watering. Eucalyptus camaldulensis is the
tallest. Eucalyptus viminalis is another
large tree possibility. Pinus halepensis,
the Aleppo Pine, and Pinus brutia eldarica
(locally referred to as the Mon dell Pine),
are other large trees that get along on
widely spaced irrigations.

Medium Trees (20 " -30 ") include a few
more true desert species. The Mesquites,
especially the South American ones Prosop-
is alba and P. chilensis, are canopy trees
par excellence. They produce very comfort-
able shade to have around a home and are
the most nearly evergreen of the Mesquite
species. The Blue Palo Verde (Cercidium
floridum) and the Mexican Palo Verde (Par -
kinsonia aculeata) are more desert types,
but can be used to provide shade and make
lush spots too. They don't mind plenty of
water even though they are quite drought
resistant.

Silver -Dollar Eucalyptus (E. polyanthem-
os) and Tiny -Capsule Eucalyptus (E. micro -
theca) are two medium -sized trees that
make good evergreen shade with a little

FIGURE 15. PARKINSONIA ACULEATA, TRULY A
DESERT TREE, MAKES ADEQUATE SHADE FOR
LUSH PLANTS OF THIS "MINI OASIS."

supplemental irrigation. They are well be-
haved in a close -in residential situation
which is not the case with many other
types of Eucalyptus. Desert Willow (Chil-
opsis linearis), really not a willow at
all, although resembling one, is a desert
tree that can get to the medium tree size
in favored spots. It is a good deciduous
tree.

Small Trees are more abundant in the
desert than larger ones. With most exam-
ples it's just a case of how much water is
available and what sort of pruning and
training they receive whether they stay a
shrub or become a tree. Aside from occur-
ring as a medium tree, Desert Willow may
remain small and fit into the small tree
group. Sweet Acacia (A. farnesiana) and
its hardier counterpart Acacia smallii
are good examples of the patio -sized
tree. They are easy to train and produce
an abundance of fragrant little yellow
puffball blossoms. Others are more apt to
be shrubs, but can be trimmed up into very
fine small trees; Arizona Rosewood (Vau-
quelinia californica), Texas Olive (Cordia
boissieri) and Mescal Bean (Sophora secun-
diflora) are large broadleaf evergreen
shrubs. They can be trained into pati.
sized trees and all are quite drought res-
istant.

Screening Plants are an important categ-
ory needed to achieve privacy, create pro-
tection from wind, control dust and such.



FIGURE 16. DECOMPOSED GRANITE (CALLED "D. G. ") MAKES A GOOD WALK -ON

GROUND COVER IN PLACE OF A LAWN. EUCALYPTUS MICROTHECA, GAZANIA

AND HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA COMPLETE THIS LOW WATER USING GARDEN.

Two of the above candidates for patio
trees, Vauquelinia and Sophora, also can
De excellent screening plants. They fill
out well and keep foliage all the way to

the ground. Dense evergreen shrubs from
the desert are not abundant but Hop Bush
(Dodonaea viscosa) though somewhat tender,
can be trimmed into a fine narrow hedge.
It is attractive in its natural environ-
ment. The evergreen Sumacs, Rhus chorio-
phylla and Rhus ovata, are also good
screening plants but better for wider
spaces.

Space Definers need to be strong of form
as has been mentioned earlier. Jojoba
(Simmondsia chinensis) and Texas Ranger
(Leucophyllum frutescens) are two excel-
lent gray -green desert shrubs for lower
hedging and, of course, the Texas Ranger
has beautiful pink flowers. For low out-
lining and trimming, Lavender Cotton (San-

chamaecyparissus) and Dwarf Rose-
mary (Rosmarinus officinalis prostratus)
can make excellent drought -resistant low
ae dge s .

Foundation Plant lists would include the
above plants too as they are broad, spread-
ing and moundy when not trimmed. Dwarf
Coyote Bush (Baccharis pilularis) , Humming

Bird Flower (Zauschneria latifolia) and
Mexican Honeysuckle (Justicia spicigera)
are all good low plants for foundation
planting also. The last two have attract-
ive bloom in season.

Ground Cover lists are short for desert
gardeners. There are no true walk -on
types, Common Bermuda Grass (Cynodon dac-
tylon) and Lippia (Phyla nodiflora) come
the closest to the category. They will
survive on very low irrigation, but they
probably won't look like much. Many people
have gone to decomposed granite, D. G. as
it is called. This crunchy material is
pleasant to walk on and comes in some nice
natural colors. Tans and rust colors are
the most popular. Trees and other plants
can be watered through it and it drains
well after rains.

Higher ground covers can be achieved on
the desert with some supplemental irrigat-
ion. The old standby Creeping Rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis prostratus) is

still one of the best ground covers we
have. Some other promising ones are Trail-
ing Indigo Bush (Dalea greggii), Lavender
Curls (Santolina chamaecyparissus) and
Australian Saltbush (Atriplex semibac-
cata), all good choices.


